


Being Jewish on Sunday

“We are Family”
• The concept of family has changed.
• Biology does not always have a role in defining a family.
• How well do our institutions respond?
• Do we cater for the elderly, divorced, singles?
• Minorities? 
• Are we creating connectedness? 
• How easy is it to enter established communities?

• Is our language inclusive?



Being Jewish on Monday

“Bringing Progressive Judaism to Work”

• How to navigate Jewish identities, customs and values within 
the workplace.
• Pride in Jewish identity and concern over the perception of 

others.
•Multiple identities create tension. 
• Is there alignment between workplace / company  values 

and Jewish values?
• How to overcome tensions?  Can education help?



Being Jewish on Tuesday

“Living our Judaism through Israel”

• How do we relate to Israel?
• Support still strong but many young people feel 

disconnected.
• Hard to deal with barrage of negative news.
• Challenge of Antisemitism in academic environments. 
• Zionism of young people very different from Holocaust / post 

Holocaust generations. 



Being Jewish on Wednesday
“For Heaven’s Sake: Torah for the Age of Polarisation”

• In the age of polarisation issues can split communities, 
families.
• Arguments have always been part of Jewish life and we have 

frameworks to deal with different opinions.  Do we rely on 
the ancient wisdom of Talmud?  Do we have skills for:
• Facilitating discussion across difference? 
• Defusing destructive power dynamics?
• Incorporating marginalised voices into congregational life?
• Listening, responding to and offering critique?



Being Jewish on Thursday
“From Mezuzot to Matzah Balls: What Makes a Jewish 
Home?”

•What gives a home a Jewish feel?
• Do you have concerns about affixing a mezuzah to the door?
• How do interfaith families deal with more than one religion 

in the home?
• How important is Kashrut?
• Is a Jewish home best made by virtue of what you see, or 

what you do, or what you sense?



Being Jewish on Shabbat
“A Taste of the World that is Coming”
• Heschel’s book “The Sabbath” says the greatest threat 

facing the modern world is: “the loss of the sense of the 
sacred”.
• Technology/progress has de-sensitised us to the grandeur 

of the world and, most importantly, the “face of the other”.
• Have we forgotten:
• To connect with the humanity of others;
• We are created in the Divine Image;
• We are to partners with God.


